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At Risk for Huntington's Disease
HD is a genetically caused brain disorder that causes uncontrollable bodily movements and robs
people's ability to walk, talk, eat, and think. The final result is a slow, ugly death. Children of parents
with HD have a 50-50 chance of inheriting the disease. There is no cure or treatment.
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SuperTerry destroys the evil monster Huntington’s
disease
Fifteen-year-old San Diegan Terry Leach wants to destroy
Huntington’s disease, the condition that has devastated him
since his toddler years and threatens to take his life very
soon.
Terry’s story deeply moved San Diego artist Lee Ellingson to
imagine a different outcome. In Lee’s Superman-like comicbook-style rendition (below), Terry has overcome HD by
becoming “SuperTerry.” SuperTerry knocks out
Huntington’s and saves the world from the ravages of the
deadly disease that afflicts an estimated 30,000 Americans
and could devastate as many as 250,000 more Americans
who live at risk.
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SuperTerry is vigorous, powerful, and triumphant. He
beams with the joy of restored health and newfound
happiness that the real-life Terry – along with every other
victim of HD and juvenile HD – hopes for as scientists seek
effective treatments and a cure.
“Wouldn’t it be great if this Huntington’s disease was like
some kind of monster and Terry had super powers and could
defeat the monster?” Lee told me in an interview. “That was
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my idea. It just kills me that a kid like Terry can have a
disease like this at such a young age.”
Lee recently learned of Terry because of his own son
Arnold’s struggle to live. Terry and Arnold attend the same
after-school care program for disabled children and teens.
Arnold, who turns 13 later this month, was born
hydrocephalic, a condition once known as “water on the
brain.” He had an emergency operation immediately after
birth to insert a shunt that drains fluid from the brain. He
has had 23 more operations to adjust the shunt. Arnold also
has autism and cerebral palsy.
Although Lee has made drawings for Arnold, SuperTerry is
his very first piece illustrating a disease. He was shocked to
learn that HD can affect children.
“He’s aware of what’s going on, but his body doesn’t do what
it should be doing,” Lee, whose work includes background
layout for the 1990s TV series Attack of the Killer Tomatoes
and pieces for the San Diego Museum of Natural History,
said of Terry. “That’s what’s especially heartbreaking for me.
He’s a normal 15-year-old kid inside.”
Lee imagined the monster by thinking of the horrors of HD.
“He’s kind of like a blob,” Lee said. “He’s transparent and
green. Slimy! I just wanted him to look real mean.
“I’ve always been pretty religious, but seeing all these kids
really tests your faith,” Lee continued. “Kids like Terry and
Arnold are the closest things on earth to an angel. Terry will
never steal or cheat or rob or hurt anyone.”
Lee made the illustration based on photographs. On August
2 the two met in person for the first time at a fundraising
event for the San Diego Chapter of the Huntington’s Disease
Society of America (HDSA-San Diego). Lee presented Terry
with the illustration.
“Terry was very appreciative of the picture,” his mother
Angela told me. “He liked it a lot.”
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Lee Ellingson (left) and Terry Leach

A feeding tube, operations, and looming death
SuperTerry HD treatments are needed now.
HD patients constantly struggle to maintain weight because
they burn large amounts of calories and suffer from severely
hampered swallowing. In 2010, in an end-of-life measure,
the real Terry started taking meals and water through a
feeding tube connected several times each day to a surgically
produced hole in his abdomen. Before the operation, he
weighed only 67 pounds. He now weighs 100, enough to help
extend his life but still way below the average of 126 pounds
for a 15-year-old male.
Terry’s body reacts to the hole as if it were an ulcer, causing
him to produce large amounts of saliva that he wipes away
with a towel constantly at hand. Doctors will inject botox
into his salivary glands to diminish their output. He’s also
gotten botox in his arms and legs to relieve pain.
Terry has undergone leg and foot operations to further
relieve pain and tightness, correct deformities, and allow
him, with assistance, to occasionally leave his wheelchair
and walk. (For further background on Terry, please click
here and here.)
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Terry

Because he can’t talk, Terry partially communicates through
a language program on his iPad, which allows him to
interact with people as the device’s speaker pronounces
words and phrases that he selects. He takes regular classes at
Madison High School, where he is starting tenth grade. Last
fall he made the honor roll by carrying a grade-point average
of at least 3.5. In middle school he received a number of
other awards.
Terry loves computer games. During my visit to the Leach
household, he played Club Penguin while I spoke to his
mother for 90 minutes.
“He’s always happy,” said Angela, a single parent who
depends on Medi-Cal and other programs for financial
assistance and, when she misses work because of Terry’s
medical appointments and crises, the generosity of her
employer, the San Diego Convention and Visitors Bureau.
“He’s always wanting to give me a hug. And he’s so strong.
He deals with everything and never quits fighting. He never
complains, either. He’s always wanting to help. Everybody
that knows Terry sees the light within him.”
However, Angela knows that, unless treatments become
available very soon, Terry will die of HD. Recently a cousin
of Terry’s with juvenile HD died at the age of 23. Other
juvenile HD patients die in their teens or even childhood.
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Angela Leach with the original drawing of SuperTerry (photo by Gene
Veritas)

Raising awareness, saving the children
Knowing how little time remains for Terry, both Angela and
Lee want to use SuperTerry to raise funds for HD research
and increase awareness about HD and the difficult issues
surrounding it.
Lee plans to expand SuperTerry into a comic strip and
perhaps even a graphic novel about HD. Angela hopes to sell
SuperTerry t-shirts in collaboration with HDSA.
“I don’t want any fame or glory,” Lee said. “I just want to
help raise money. I want Terry to be the star.” As research
progresses, science will also find ways to cure other diseases,
too, he added. Such research could also benefit Arnold.

Above, San Diego Chargers football stars Philip Rivers (left rear) and
Antonio Gates with Arnold Ellingson (left foreground) and Terry at
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HDSA-San Diego fundraiser in spring 2012. Below, friends Arnold and
Terry enjoy Disneyland together.

Angela hopes that her and Lee’s efforts will help inform HD
families about the option of genetic testing so that couples
can avoid passing the disease onto their children through the
use of preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) or in the
event of pregnancy – and depending on the couple’s
personal and religious beliefs – early termination of the
pregnancy. She wants SuperTerry to “save the children”
from HD.
“I would never want another mother to go through what I
did,” explained Angela, whose husband at the time (now an
HD patient living in a nursing home in Indiana) did not tell
her about the disease in his family until after Terry was born
and the husband himself developed symptoms. HD families
need to “get more proactive” about testing and family
planning, she added.
“Terry’s life shows you what you face if you take a chance” by
conceiving without all of the information, genetic
counseling, and other resources available to HD families, she
said.
“It would be best to be proactive to minimize that situation,”
Angela continued. “It’s a lifelong situation. I’ve watched
Terry grow up and deteriorate. There are so many
challenges. We’re forever fighting.
“I don’t want his life to be in vain,” she concluded, recalling
how an old friend’s son who had been in baby photos with
Terry was now an imposing teenage football player. “I was
happy for her, but it broke my heart. That could have been
Terry. He could have been a football player. Or at least talk.”
Posted by Gene Veritas at 2:52 PM
Labels: at risk , awareness , cure , father , feeding tube , genetic counseling ,
genetic testing , Huntington's , juvenile HD , mother , PGD , pregnancy , research ,
scientist , son , Terry Leach , treatments , wheelchair
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Grannyjan said...
I lost my Keely to JHD at the age of 17, and I hate this disease.
Terry, you look so much like Keely to makes my heart ache.
Keely was always smiling and happy too! Hang in there, buddy!
4:15 PM, September 03, 2012
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